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Abstract
Immersive sims are all about being immersed and acting in a believable world, despite this,
we believe that how their save systems affect player experience has not been explored
enough. In this paper we examined the relationship between save systems, save scumming,
and player immersion using the scales tested by Weibel and Wissmath (2012) in their study
about presence and flow and how they constitute immersion. In order to test how much save
scumming influences immersion, we had two groups of players play Deus Ex: Human
Revolution: one that played using only the autosave system, and the other one exclusively
using quicksaves. After playing the game for two hours, they then answered two
questionnaires that allowed us to gauge their presence and flow respectively. Our test found
what looks to be a trend of quicksave negatively affecting flow, but our results are not
statistically relevant (P = .11), this might be due to our small sample size (N = 10).

Keywords: Immersive Sim, Immersion, Flow, Presence, Mechanics, Design
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Sammandrag
Immersive sims handlar helt och hållet om att känna inlevelse och agera i en trovärdig värld,
fastän detta, så tror vi att hur dessa spels sparsystem effektuerar spelarens upplevelse inte har
blivit undersökt nog. I detta uppsatsarbete så undersökte vi relationen mellan sparsystem,
“save scumming” (tendensen att överanvända ett spårsystem för att lättare klara utmaningar),
och en spelares inlevelse med hjälp av skalor skapade av Webel och Wissmath (2012) i deras
studie på flöde och närvaro när det kommer till spel och hur det inrättar inlevelse. För att testa
hur stor effekt save scumming har på en spelares inlevelse så hade vi två grupper av spelare
till att spela Deus Ex: Human Revolution: den ena gruppen fick endast ta användning av
spelets automatiska sparsystem, medans den andra gruppen fick endast använda det manuella
snabbsparsystemet. Efter var spelare är färdig så hade vi dem till att svara på två enkäter som
låter oss beräkna deras nivå av både flöde och närvaro. Våra tester hittade vad som kan ses
som en trend till att snabbsparsystemet har en negativ inverkan på flöde, men våra resultat är
inte statistiskt betydelsefulla (P = .11), detta kan bero på att vi hade en liten provstorlek (N =
10).

Nyckelord: Immersive Sim, Inlevelse, Flöde, Närvaro, Mekaniker, Design
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1 Introduction

In 1992 with the release of Ultima Underworld: The Stygian Abyss, Looking Glass Studios
(then known as Blue Sky Productions) created the design philosophy that became known as
the immersive sim (simulation). Immersive sim games focus on providing high degrees of
player choice and supporting multiple approaches to problems. This design philosophy
usually gets applied to the creation of games spanning multiple different genres. The strength
of immersive sim design is immersing the player in a believable world space with consistent
systems that provide the player with a great array of tools and choices. These can be used to
solve immediate problems while remaining cohesive and believable within the logic and laws
of the game world. Within immersive sim design, a save system like quicksave and quickload
is a common feature. Including this feature in a design poses a potential risk - it may become
overused and even abused by players in order to achieve a desired outcome (also known as
“save scumming”), which could go against the strength of the game design of immersive
sims.

The mere act of reloading the game over and over again means that players have to sit through
repeated loading screens and their flow state is interrupted, which may take the player out of
the experience and could potentially diminish immersion. However, there is another issue that
“save scumming” could cause - encouraging players to keep optimizing their choices, instead
of trying to deal with the consequences of their actions - the latter potentially being a much
more satisfying experience, because there are stakes and concern about failure thus making
succeeding more satisfying.

The aim of this study is, therefore, to find out how abusing quicksave affects players'
immersion and enjoyment, and whether or not this feature is beneficial to immersive sim
design. We will be testing this using an AB test design, one group of players will play Deus
Ex: Human Revolution without saving, and the other group will play only using quicksaves.
Afterwards, they will both take questionnaires to gauge their level of immersion. Based on
prior literature we predict that playing without quicksaves will result in higher immersion.
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2 Background - Immersion
The word immersion when it comes to games and other media can mean a lot of different
things depending on the context, but in general, it refers to the feeling of being immersed in a
story or activity. In the current study when we write "immersion" we are referring to a
combination of what Weibel and Wissmat (2012) defined as both flow and presence. They
defined flow as “immersion in the task—the sensation of being involved in the gaming
action”, and presence as “spatial immersion—the sensation of being there”.

This definition of immersion fits into our study because of its focus on presence and flow.
That is because immersive sims are very good at simulating believable environments and
interactions thus invoking a strong feeling of presence in the game world. Immersive sims are
also very capable of inducing a sense of flow through their complex mechanics and emergent
moment-to-moment gameplay. Therefore, examining the player's feeling of presence and flow
allows us to measure their immersions and see any effects that come from saving and loading,
and more specifically, from save scumming.

Their (Weibel & Wissmath, 2012) study focused on developing a method for measuring both
presence and flow, and tried to see if they are intrinsically connected phenomena. They
conducted three different tests using games of three different genres (racing game,
role-playing game, and a  jump and run game) and measured if differences in flow and
presence in players were interconnected. Their findings suggest that the two phenomena are
distinct from each other, which means that a game can invoke the feeling of presence in a
player without invoking flow and vice versa. They used a variety of different questionnaires
in order to measure both presence and flow, in our method section we have selected one for
quantifying presence, and one for quantifying flow.

When Weibel and Wissmath (2012) describe flow further they describe flow as a state where
the person fully immerses themselves in a task. A flow state has many characteristics: a lack
of self-consciousness, meaning that one does not have to think about one’s own self, and a
distorted sense of time, the feeling that time passes faster. Some factors that increase the
likelihood of a flow state occurring are: a clarity of goals and feedback, the person performing
the task knows what they are trying to achieve and can tell if they are doing well at it or not,
and a balance between the difficulty of the task and the skills of the person.

Presence is the phenomenon of "being spatially present at remote places displayed by
technical interfaces." (Weibel & Wissmath, 2012). This means that the player feels present in
the game world (not that a person actually believes that they are in the virtual world, just that
they are not actively recognizing the difference at the moment). Two preconditions of this
phenomenon are suggested to be attention allocation and the establishment of a mental model
of the mediated environment. This means that the game needs to require some level of
attention from the player, and it needs to allow the player to imagine the environment it is
trying to portray. Classical media can fulfill both of these criteria, but games do it
exceptionally well due to requiring player input and often requiring the player to internalize
the environment in order to succeed.
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2.1 Background - Immersive Simulators
The term “Immersive sim” or “Immersive simulator” was coined by Warren Spector
(Producer/Director of Deus Ex) in his post mortem of Deus Ex (Gamasutra, 2000):

”It's an immersive simulation game in that you are made to feel you're actually in the game
world with as little as possible getting in the way of the experience of "being there." Ideally,
nothing reminds you that you're just playing a game -- not interface, not your character's
back-story or capabilities, not game systems, nothing. It's all about how you interact with a
relatively complex environment in ways that you find interesting (rather than in ways the
developers think are interesting), and in ways that move you closer to accomplishing your
goals (not the developers' goals).”

Immersive simulators are not a genre, but rather they can be part of and incorporate elements
of different genres. They all follow the design philosophy that was established by Looking
Glass Studios, the makers of the first immersive sims: Ultima Underworld (1992), System
Shock (1994), and Thief (1998).

The senior PR manager for Blizzard Entertainment Maxin Samoylenko (2018) adeptly
structured immersive sim design into five pillars in his blogpost:

1. Choices: This provides the players with a vast array of options in overcoming
challenges and completing objectives through non-linear level design and
gameplay-oriented character progression.

2. Tools: Players have access to a broad selection of meaningful tools, utilizing the
interactivity of the world and advanced physics systems in order to personalize the
gameplay experience and accommodate for various playstyles.

3. Systems: The game is designed as a web of interconnected complex systems –
AI(Artificial Intelligence), physics, level design, character abilities, etc. resulting in
emergent gameplay and unique playthroughs. Emergent gameplay refers to complex
situations that arise from the interaction of systems and mechanics that were not
necessarily foreseen by the designers.

4. Focused Design: The game takes place in realistic, believable, and carefully designed
locations. By focusing on smaller areas and incorporating non-linear level design and
interconnected systems, immersive sims create spaces that are highly simulated and
provide the players with a very immersive experience.

5. Message: The story is compelling and mature, carrying ideas and messages through
advanced narrative mechanisms without limiting player interaction and often giving
players control over dramatic choices and consequences.

Samoylenko (2018) then claims that by unpacking the term “immersive simulator” additional
context can be provided to each of the two words. Focused Design and Message constitutes
the immersive part – Choices, Tools, and Systems make up the simulation.
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With these five pillars sorted into the immersive and simulation parts, we can look at the
quintessential immersive sim game, Deus Ex (2000), and see how these pillars describe its
design. The simulation which is the combination of choices, tools, and systems gives you
many ways to approach the game. For example, when passing through an area with hostiles,
your options are mainly direct confrontation that can be either lethal or non-lethal. Stealth in
which the player either just sneaks past or distracts their enemies to give them an opening, or
they can find an entirely different route to get past without having to deal with enemies as
well. Players also have tools like hacking or diplomacy that are used to open new paths or
make the enemies non-hostile.

For the focused design and message, in Deus Ex, they use its story as a platform to deliver the
narrative of a world that is on the brink of either evolving into a technological utopia or
become a dystopian cyberpunk world ruled by a corporate oligarchy. It reflects this in its
world and level design, if a building is an office building, it will not just be a corridor to the
next story set piece. Instead, it will be a fully fleshed-out office complex with janitor's closets,
individual rooms for executives, and cubicles where you can hack into a worker's email and
read about their thoughts and current events. It draws parallels to the real world, and it puts
the player into the front and center of how these events will play out and what the outcomes
will be.

2.2 Background - Quicksaving
Quicksaving is the ability to save the game at any time using a single keystroke (Aava, 2013).
The main difference between quicksaving and regular saving is that the player does not have
to pause the game and go into a menu in order to save, it is done instantly, usually
quicksaving is bound to the F5 key. Aava (Lead 3D artist at DICE) discussed in her bachelor’s
thesis (2013) that there seem to be many conflicting arguments about how save game
functionality should be implemented in games. She states that there are people that argue that
the save system should be designed early in the development of the game and be integrated
within the game as a mechanic, or be diegetically justified. On the other hand, she references
people that have the complete opposite view, that save systems should be completely separate
from the game, and that players should be able to save anywhere anytime without any
restrictions, stressing the importance of "letting players save to leave the game and live in the
real world". Aava then proceeds to argue that this kind of approach can create potential
problems that affect the cohesion of a game - "The disruption of game challenges in order to
avoid possible penalties, saving and reloading as an act of undoing previous unwanted
consequences is arguably damaging to a game's consistency.". The paper concludes by
arguing that save systems should be consistent with game worlds and should be an essential
part of the game's design/play.

Including a quicksave feature that allows for save scumming could potentially impact
immersion and enjoyment - Ernest Adams (2013) stated this in his book:

“Saving a game is not always beneficial to the player’s experience. The act of saving a game
takes place outside the game world and, as a consequence, stopping play to save the game
harms the player’s immersion. If a game tries to create the illusion that the player inhabits a
fantasy world, the act of saving destroys the illusion. One of the most significant
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characteristics of real life is that you cannot return to the past to correct your errors; the
moment you allow a player to repeat the past, you acknowledge the unreality of the game
world.”

-Ernest Adams - Fundamentals of Game Design, Third Edition (2013)

Adams then goes on further to talk about how saving affects storytelling, arguing that
reloading a game with a branching storyline destroys dramatic tension and that the
consequences of the player’s actions lose meaning. He then concludes the section by stating:
“If the player destroys his immersion by repeatedly reloading the game, that is his choice and
not the fault of the game designer or the story.”

While we agree with the former part of Adams’s statement, we disagree with the ending
statement. We believe that quicksaving, by virtue of just being an option, may change players'
mentality towards the game. From one where they look at the problems they are faced with,
form a strategy, then change that strategy on the go as they either find that they have
miss-planned or that they just failed in execution - Into one where the player does not let go of
their initial plan, instead just reloads the game until it works.

A similar behaviour was pointed out by Warren Spector, producer and director of Deus Ex in
an article for PCGamer:

“[...]the one that frustrated the hell out of me at first, I would watch people save their game at
an obvious choice point, and then try something. And then go back to their save and try
something different. And go back to their save and try something different.”

-Warren Spector (PCGamer, 2017).

The specific type of behaviour that Warren points out here is saving and loading before a
choice point until a desirable outcome is reached. An example of this would be saving before
entering a conversation with some character, and reloading to try every path in a dialog tree
until the player finds the one that gives what they perceive as the best outcome. A dialog tree
with varying outcomes is usually designed to test the player's knowledge of the game world,
or as a test of their persuasive ability. Save scumming removes the sense of risk the player
experiences when engaging with the game's challenges, which causes the stakes to be lowered
and thus decreasing the perceived payoff.

Steve Gaynor (Bioshock 2) believes that employing a “roll with the punches” playstyle, where
when he makes a mistake, he can use the tools that the game provides to recover from them,
makes for a much more satisfying playstyle:

“[...]I'm going to make a plan, and I'm going to attempt it. And then if I didn't notice there was
a guy around the corner and he sees me trying to be sneaky, and now I can say, okay, how can
I knock him out before he alerts anyone else, or use Far Reach to get up onto that ledge and
circle back around' and live within that mistake in a way that can often be much more
satisfying."

-Steve Gaynor (Fullbright) (PCGamer, 2017)
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What Steve is describing is exactly the kind of gameplay that immersive sims are best at,
providing the players with a strong set of tools and many creative solutions to problems and
ways to recover from mistakes. If the player chooses to forgo using the quicksave feature,
they will quickly find that they have to change their playstyle. Situations and problems are no
longer a matter of retrying until it works, instead, players will have to employ careful
planning and quick adaptation. This is because death is no longer affordable and thus a stake
is created - dramatic tension is restored. At the same time, it promotes creative solutions and
quick thinking, both of which serve to create emergent gameplay and thus a more compelling
experience.

Looking back at the five pillars of immersive sim design, we can see that they help fulfill the
prerequisites of presence very well. Two of the pillars: focused design and message, aim not
just to give the player a believable environment, but also a believable world that they can
place themselves in. The pillars, choices, tools, and systems require that the player pays
attention to the virtual world around them in order to progress. When these pillars have
achieved the sense of presence in the player, it would then naturally create a state where the
player can achieve flow. The tools given to the players allow them to make choices about how
to navigate the game level and its systems in order to reach their goal and create opportunities
for emergent gameplay. This fine balance between the design of immersive sims and presence
and flow is what serves to create a satisfying, immersive experience. What we predict is that
the action of reloading the game repeatedly might tip that balance and thus decrease the
player's sense of immersion, creating an interruption of the game and world state that will
interrupt flow and decrease or negate presence. The player might then need to regain their
sense of presence again before flow can be resumed. Overuse of reloading would then only
serve to make this hit to immersion worse. The question now arises, whether or not this
feature should be included in future immersive sim designs. This study aims to find out if this
is even a legitimate concern and to possibly shed some light onto the connection between
saving and immersion.
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3 Method
Our method consisted of an AB test. We had two different groups of testers, the Autosave
Group and the Quicksave Group. The test involved having testers play Deus Ex: Human
Revolution - Director's Cut (2013) for two hours, starting from the very start of the game,
since tester involvement in the story and world is crucial for our measurements having a
player start at some arbitrary point in the game would not have been viable.

The first two hours of the game usually consist of the following sections, regardless of the
pace of the players. The first section is the prologue mission of the game, it serves as an
introduction to the game's narrative and also as a tutorial, teaching most of the basic systems
like shooting, crouching, using cover, etc. It usually takes players around 30 minutes to
complete this section.
The next section has the player roam around Sarif (the player character’s employer)
headquarters. Their first objective is to find Pritchard in the 2nd floor tech lab to fix your
cyber eyes (fix the HUD flashing). After a short conversation with Pritchard the player is
instructed to go to the helipad and meet with Mr. Sarif on a chopper so they can be briefed on
an ongoing hostage situation at one of Sarif’s labs. The player is free to wander around the
office but is pressured to meet with Sarif as soon as possible. This section usually takes
players around 10-15 minutes.
During the helicopter flight the player is informed about the upcoming mission and given 2
choices, lethal or non-lethal followed by close (revolver, stun gun) or distance (assault rifle,
tranquilizer rifle). These choices decide which weapon the player will start with. After
landing, the first “real mission” starts.
The player starts out on a roof and has to infiltrate the Sarif manufacturing labs in order to
retrieve the Typhoon prototype and save the hostages. The mission is structured in multiple
interconnected rooms/zones which serve as combat arenas/stealth challenges and offer
multiple different approaches, entrances and exits. The very first zone is an outside alley used
to teach the player about takedowns and alternate paths via tutorial prompts and dialogue. The
second zone is a warehouse room with patrolling enemies. The third zone is a series of rooms,
of note being the locker room which contains dozens of openable lockers. This zone ends in a
locked door which must be hacked as part of the hacking tutorial.
The fourth zone is the assembly labs room which is a wide open space which contains
patrolling enemies and an upper level near the far wall which houses the hostage room. The
player can attempt to save the hostages by disabling the bomb or they can just be ignored. The
fifth zone is yet another open laboratory room which leads into an elevator. The elevator takes
the player to the sixth zone, a series of corridors which lead into the hacker’s room. Upon
entering this room a cutscene is triggered and the player character retrieves the Typhoon
prototype, completing their primary objective. Following this, the player proceeds through the
seventh zone, a series of offices with patrolling enemies.
Lastly, the eight zone is where the player confronts Zeke Sanders, a terrorist who has taken a
hostage and is holding her at gunpoint. The player is presented with three choices: Let Zeke
Go, Fight Zeke or Try to Free Josie (the hostage). If they choose to let Zeke go, Zeke escapes
with the hostage who is then subsequently shot by the police when they try to stop Zeke. If
the player chooses to fight Zeke, they immediately enter combat, if they are fast enough they
can neutralize Zeke before he shoots the hostage, however if not, Zeke will kill the hostage
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before attacking the player. If the player chooses to try to free Josie, a conversation minigame
will initiate. They will have to pick the right dialogue choices in order to persuade Zeke to let
the hostage go. If successful, Zeke will free the hostage and escape. If not successful, the
same outcome will happen as the let Zeke go option. After this encounter the player exits to a
helipad and the mission is over. This is the main part of the test, it usually takes players
around one hour to complete.
After completing this mission most players have around 10 to 20 minutes left on the timer and
they are returned to the Sarif headquarters from which they can exit to the Detroit hub. This
time is usually spent wandering around the extensive Detroit hub zone and attempting to do
various side-quests which are presented very soon after the lab mission concludes.

The testers played the game through one of our computers by using the Parsec service (A
program that is used to stream real-time gameplay and inputs). The sessions were recorded
with OBS. Each test subject was asked for consent to be recorded and to us keeping the
recording file for the purposes of this research paper. Given the time constraints placed on us,
we aimed for a sample size of 10 testers, which we reached. After each session, they were told
to answer a survey made from two of the surveys used by Weibel and Wissmath (2012) that
have been adapted into a Google Forms document. The first one was a flow questionnaire by
Falko Rheinberg (2006). The original questionnaire was in german, so we had to translate it
for our use. The questions in this questionnaire has statements like "I felt like I was
challenged optimally" or "I felt like I had the process under control" and asks the tester to rate
how well this statement described the their feelings during gameplay from 0 to 6, 0 being that
they did not feel like the statement was accurate at all, and 6 being that they felt like the
statement was fully accurate.The second one was the Igroup presence questionnaire (IPQ,).
The questions in this questionnaire had statements like "I was not aware of my real
environment", and "I did not feel present in the virtual space". It asks the player to rate these
statements from 0 to 6, scaling these values from fully disagree to fully agree. These two
questionnaires’ reliability of the scale (Cronbach’s alpha) are reported to be around .74 and
.90 respectively.

When we looked for testers we looked specifically for people that were familiar with games
but had not actually played Deus Ex: Human Revolution yet, therefore we asked students at
our university to participate in our tests as well as friends that we knew were experienced
gamers. We did this because we believed that it would be much easier to explain how the
testers should play with the limitation of using a certain save system if they were already
experienced with these concepts.

The Autosave Group played through the game without using quicksave, only relying on
loading autosaves upon death. After playing for two hours, they were stopped and subjected
to the two immersion surveys (presence and flow). After that, they participated in a short free
form interview in which we discussed their thoughts on saving and how it affected their
experience and perceived enjoyment.

The Quicksave Group played through the game only using quicksave, no autosaves. After
playing for two hours, they were stopped and were then subjected to the two immersion
surveys (presence and flow). After that, they participated in a short free form interview in
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which we discussed their thoughts on saving and how it affected their experience and
perceived enjoyment.

After conducting these tests, we analyzed the recordings and noted down the players that
relied heavily on quicksaving. We judged this based on if they saved before obvious choice
points, combat encounters, and then loaded their game to try out different outcomes or retry a
challenge. Since we had an even amount of testers, we divided them evenly into our groups.
Each test participant was only tested once, since we feared that having a participant replay the
same section of the game would change their experience too much and introduce noise into
the results.

Since we did not want to directly force our players to save scum because that would be too
much outside interference from us and would make our data unreliable. So instead we
compared the results of testers’ immersion surveys to see if there is a correlation between save
systems and immersion. In order to verify the statistical significance of our findings we
checked our measurements using a Two-Tailed Hypothesis Test, this test is designed to show
if there is a significance in the difference in some metric between two populations. We also
compared their interviews to see if there is any correlation between “save scumming” and
perceived enjoyment. Then we analysed the results, drew conclusions and discussed special
cases. We recognize the risk of potential subjective results due to the nature of the tests and
the limited sample size. However, we expect that our findings will serve as an indicator for
future design decisions when designing immersive sims.
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4 Results

In this study, we aimed to investigate how abusing quicksave affects players' immersion and
enjoyment, and whether or not this feature is beneficial to immersive sim design. We
attempted to investigate this via measuring player flow and presence in an AB test where we
had two different groups of playtesters.One group of which were limited to only using manual
game saves while the other was only allowed to use the automatic game saves. Our scales go
from 0 to 6 for all the measurements, a higher numerical score for our flow and presence
measurements mean a higher degree of flow or presence respectively, a score of 6 would then
mean that the player reported an optimal experience of that metric. For difficulty the range
0-6 represents how difficult they reported the experience to be, a difficulty score  0 would
mean that the experience was too easy, 6 would have meant it was too difficult, around 3
would mean that the difficulty was perceived as being “just right”. The averaged results were
as follows (The individual results can be found in the appendix):

Fig 1. Autosave Test Average Results
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Fig 2. Autosave Test Individual Averaged Results

Fig 3. Quicksave Test Average Results
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Fig 4. Quicksave Test Individual Averaged Results

The difference between the measured presence (M = 3.2, SD = 0.67 ) in the autosave group,
and the measured presence (M = 3.07, SD = 0.55) in the quicksave group is not significant,
t(9) = 0.33, p = .67. As predicted there was also no significant difference between the two
groups in the difficulty measurements. This served as a control to ensure that there were no
differences in perceived difficulty or tester skill level, which may have introduced noise in our
results.

The difference between the measured flow (M = 3.95, SD = 0.5) in the autosave group, and
the measured flow (M = 3.47, SD =0.47) in the quicksave group, however, is approaching
significance and is noticeably greater than the presence, t(9) = 0.15, p = .11. These values are
outside of what is considered to be a statistically significant P-value (< .05). This means that
no definitive conclusion can be made purely based on the results from this test and our
hypothesis cannot be confirmed. Despite that, we have reason to believe that it should not be
rejected either, as there is a noticeable difference between the groups for flow, which could be
trending towards significance. It may be that this study did not have enough power(too small
of a sample size) to detect a significant difference. Therefore, if given a larger sample size this
trend could continue and possibly become significant.

In addition, during the testing sessions we have noted down observations about tester’s
behaviour. Most testers decided to use lethal weapons (7 out of 10), usually the assault rifle.
There seemed to be no correlation between this choice and the test groups.
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Only two testers were able to find and rescue the hostages. When questioned about this at the
end of the test session most testers just said that they forgot that the hostages even existed or
didn’t even know about them in the first place.

When dealing with the Zeke encounter, the choices were distributed like this: One tester chose
to fight Zeke, four testers successfully convinced Zeke to leave the hostage, and 6 testers let
Zeke go. Of note are two testers from the quicksave group that initially picked “let Zeke go”
and then after witnessing the outcome (the hostage is shot by police), reloaded the game and
picked “try to free Josie”.

The most difficult encounters seem to have been the ones in the Assembly Labs. The section
consists of a large room with many rows of desks in the center and with side corridors and
ventilations shafts. Enemies patrol around the desks in the center of the room but also in the
side rooms. The player enters this area from an elevated position and has a clear view of the
entire room. The reason that this room proved difficult for most testers is that there are a lot of
patrolling enemies with no obvious way to sneak past them so most testers just attempt to
fight them head on - which usually results in death the first time around. The way testers dealt
with this room seemed to differ based on their groups. The testers in the autosave group
almost always tried to go for the side rooms and attempt to bypass the difficult encounter.
This did not always work however, they would often be discovered and they would either flee
or be killed. The testers in the quicksave group preferred the more direct approach and would
try to take the enemies on as many times as it would take to succeed, possibly because they
quicksaved before the fight. This was quite common, it was observed that most testers would
quicksave before combat encounters (and after) and before narrative choices - sometimes
loading previous saves to pick different dialogue options.
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5 Discussion

We previously stated that we believed that the overuse of quicksave would disrupt flow and
then harm or negate presence, but our results suggest that we were not entirely right in this
belief, since presence does not seem to be affected by the player’s use or abuse of the save
system while flow might be. These results are still supported by the study by Weibel and
Wissmath (2012), even though they found a strong correlation between presence and flow in
highly immersive games they still concluded that flow and immersion are distinct constructs,
they concluded that “presence refers to the sensation of being there in the mediated world,
whereas flow rather refers to the sensation of being involved in the gaming action”.

Within immersive sim games, your actions and being in the game world are tightly linked,
and therefore potentially strengthen the correlation between flow and presence. Therefore, we
expected to see a correlation between flow and presence scores. The reason for this absence of
a correlation might be because save scumming does not impact the player's investment in the
story or world of the game, but instead the moment-to-moment challenges that the game
offers, thus only impacting flow. Thinking about when to save is a form of meta-gaming and it
does not fit within the realistic decision-making that immersive sims require, thus interrupting
the natural flow of gameplay. This was observed during testing, as some testers would save
before combat and conversations, in order to save time because they expected to fail.

On the flip side, the group of players that were not allowed to save appeared to experience a
greater degree of flow, their decision-making being entirely contained within the game's world
and logic. It was observed that when faced with disadvantageous odds, these players would
look for alternative solutions, for example when faced with a difficult combat encounter while
low on ammo, they would often try to disengage the enemies and find a way around instead of
trying to fight them repeatedly by dying and loading. They seemed to value each attempt
more than the quicksave group, which implies that they felt that they had more to lose when
they did fail. This is reflected in the answers that testers gave on the questions "I felt like I
was not allowed to make mistakes." and "I was very concerned about failure.", the autosave
group on average agreed with these statements more than the quicksave group.

Due to the limiting constraints of our research, certain compromises had to be made in order
to conduct the test. The first one would be the usage of Parsec instead of a real-life test
environment, this limited us to run a single test at a time and also introduced input lag for the
tester. We chose to use Parsec despite this because the COVID-19 pandemic restricted our
access to school facilities, which forced us to conduct the test remotely. Another limitation of
our test is the small sample size which in turn is partly a consequence of the above and partly
because we wanted to measure flow and presence, which necessitates a long testing time in
order for the tester to become immersed. Future tests should aim for significantly higher
sample sizes to ensure more conclusive results. Another possible improvement would be to
also test players' motivation levels prior to the test because in the study by Weibel and
Wissmath (2012) it is stated that " immersive tendency and the (pre)motivation contribute to
presence and flow", and thus it would be an important variable to take into account. Lastly, it
would be interesting to see this test run with multiple different games, either with other
immersive sims or games that follow different design principles.
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When we began gathering data for our research, we could not find any substantial academic
research into how save systems affect the player experience, to our knowledge we are one of
the first to explore this connection and we would be interested to see this region of game
design research to be expanded upon. We believe that this is important because when
designing a game every design choice matters and should be made with regards to its effect
on the player experience.

While not widely academically researched, save systems have been the subject of discussions
and articles for many years in the game industry. There always seems to be a question of
which save system is best and which game fits it best without any real consensus being
reached. Some people want to be able to always save their game at any point even to the
detriment of the designer's vision because they value their time above the intended
experience. While others praise games that have seamlessly integrated the save system into
their mechanics and world. An example of a game that has in our view a well thought out save
system that both fulfills its role of being the bookmark in the player's story and keeps the
player's experience in mind is Dark Souls (2011), where it constantly keeps an up to date save
of the latest moment in gameplay for each player character. Because this system both makes
save scumming impractical, and makes it so that players do not have to think about when to
save, it becomes very clear that it was intentionally designed to promote a specific mentality
from the player when it comes to the save system, and that is that they should not be thinking
about it at all. Thus, Dark Souls manages to respect the player’s time by always being saved
and at the same time integrate saving within the core design of the game. Despite the
existence of many more good examples like Dark Souls, there is no proven set of guidelines
or rules on how save systems should be integrated within games and how they affect the
player’s mentality, this is why more studies like ours need to happen.
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6 Conclusion

Following the results of our test, we were unable to reach a conclusive result with our current
test method. The degree of how much quicksaves affect immersion is still uncertain, however,
after seeing notable trends within our data and through individual observations during testing
we can say that it is likely to have an effect on players' play-styles and decision making, both
of which are closely related to flow. We believe that further studies into this with larger
sample sizes, and across more games, would be worth doing. It is worth mentioning that in
the paper by Wiebel and Wissmath (2012), it was showed that flow has a high correlation to
enjoyment and motivation, so, if the trend of flow being impacted by save scumming proves
to be significant in future studies, then it might be prudent for game developers to put more
consideration on their save system and its impact on player mentality. When designing any
game, designers should think about the outcomes they want and then figure out whether or not
their save system supports those outcomes, or at least minimize its potential negative impact.
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Appendix
Questions

*Green Questions - Flow

*Gray Questions - Presence

*Purple Questions - Difficulty

*Blue Testers - Autosave Only

*Red Testers - Quicksave Only

Tes

ter

1

Tes

ter

2

Tes

ter

3

Tes

ter

4

Tes

ter

5

Tes

ter

6

Tes

ter

7

Tes

ter

8

Tes

ter

9

Tes

ter

10

I felt like I was challenged optimally. 6 5 4 5 5 3 3 3 1 5

My thoughts, and more so my

activities, were running smoothly and

well.

4 2 5 5 3 5 4 5 5 4

I did not notice how time was passing. 5 4 4 4 2 6 4 4 6 5

It did not require effort to focus. 1 5 0 5 2 4 1 4 4 2

My head was very clear. 3 3 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 5

I was very immersed (I was completely

absorbed) in what I was doing at the

moment.

4 5 4 4 5 3 4 6 0 4

The right thoughts and movements

were coming up naturally.

6 3 6 6 5 3 2 5 5 2

I understood each step of what I was

supposed to do.

1 4 5 6 3 2 2 5 1 3

I felt like I had the process under

control.

4 4 5 6 2 2 3 6 1 5

I entirely forgot about myself. 5 5 4 3 1 2 1 5 6 3

I felt like I was not allowed to make

mistakes.

6 4 0 3 5 4 5 2 0 1

I was very concerned about failure. 6 1 1 4 5 4 5 0 1 4

Compared to all other activities I am

usually doing, my current activity is...

2 4 2 4 3 4 3 2 5 5
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I consider my abilities in this area as... 6 4 4 2 4 2 4 4 1 4

Personally, the current requirements

are...

2 2 3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3

How aware were you of the real world

surroundings while navigating in the

virtual world? (i.e. sounds, room

temperature, other people, etc.)?  -

Inverse coded

2 2 1 0 2 4 2 1 1 4

How real did the virtual world seem to

you?

2 2 6 2 2 5 3 5 3 4

I had a sense of acting in the virtual

space, rather than operating

something from outside.

6 5 5 2 5 4 4 4 6 3

How much did your experience in the

virtual environment seem consistent

with your real world experience ?

5 5 1 3 4 2 2 3 4 4

How real did the virtual world seem to

you?

1 3 0 2 2 1 2 1 1 5

I did not feel present in the virtual

space. - Inverse coded

1 6 1 1 5 5 2 1 0 1

I was not aware of my real

environment.

2 5 5 4 4 1 4 5 5 4

In the computer generated world I had

a sense of "being there"

6 5 5 4 4 2 3 4 6 4

Somehow I felt that the virtual world

surrounded me.

4 5 3 3 5 3 4 4 6 4

I felt present in the virtual space. 4 5 5 4 4 3 3 4 0 5

I still paid attention to the real

environment. - Inverse coded

1 2 4 2 1 4 2 5 0 4

The virtual world seemed more 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2
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realistic than the real world.

I felt like I was just perceiving pictures.

- Inverse coded

6 6 1 3 5 2 2 6 5 5

I was completely captivated by the

virtual world.

5 5 3 3 4 1 3 5 2 5

Fig 5. Questionnaire Results
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